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Concert Recital Diploma (CRD) (excluding artist diploma) 

Final year Performance students (BMus, MMus, or MPerf) achieving 80% or more in 
their final recital (for BMus), Performance B (for MMus) or Performance A (for MPerf) 
will be eligible for the Concert Recital Diploma.  

Note a student can only get one Concert Recital Diploma for the Guildhall Artist 
Masters programme; if a student achieves a CRD in Part 1 they will not be eligible in 
Part 2. No CRDs for other exit qualifications. 

 The practicalities of the award: 

 Award holders will receive a Concert Recital Diploma in the year of award 

 Graduands will have CRD against their name in the graduation brochure and 
there will be a note indicating what this means. 

Starred award for exceptional performance in a specified 
assessment (excluding Artist diploma) 

Final year Repetiteur students (MMus or Mperf) will receive a starred award for 
achievement of 80% or more in Performance B (for MMus) or Performance A (for 
MPerf). 

Final year Composition students (BMus, MMus or MComp) will receive a starred 
award for achievement of 80% or more in their composition portfolio. 

Final year Electronic Music students (BMus, MMus or MComp) will receive a 
starred award for achievement of 80% or more in their folio. 

Final year Leadership (MMus or MLead) students will receive a starred award for 
achievement of 80% or more in Principal Study Assessment B (for MMus) or 
Performance A (for MLead). 

Note a student can only get one starred award for the Artist Masters programme; if a 
student achieves a CRD in Part 1 they will not be eligible in Part 2. No starred 
awards for other exit qualifications. 

Final year Music Therapy students who score 80% or more in their final viva 
(clinical practice and reflection module), and/or score 80% or more in their research 
project (applied theoretical and research studies module), and achieve an overall 
degree distinction will receive a starred award.  

Final year Opera Making and Writing students will receive a starred award for 
achievement of 80% or more in the Folio element of the Principal Study module.  
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The practicalities of the award: 

 Graduands will have a * against their name in the graduation brochure and 
there will be a note indicating what this means. 

 Graduands will receive a certificate noting their exceptional performance in a 
specified assessment, eg certificate award (non-hologram) “Starred award for 
exceptional performance in a specified assessment” 
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